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Abstract
Catalytic recycling of CO2 to added-value chemicals, such as methanol (CH3 OH), has
been proposed as a possible way for sustainable production of fuel and chemicals, in
addition to providing a route to mitigate climate change. Multiple systems are known
to be active for the conversion of CO2 to methanol, and the state of the art catalyst
is Cu/ZnO/Al2 O3 . This catalyst is, however, known to deactivate rapidly. Moreover,
there is no scientific consensus on either the active phase or the reaction mechanism. In
response to this, the search for of longer-lasting catalysts for methanol-synthesis has been
intense. In recent years, an In2 O3 /ZrO2 catalyst has attracted much attention, thanks to
its high selectivity, activity and durability.
In this thesis, we investigate the surface active phase and its effect on CO2 adsorption on
Cu(100) and In2 O3 (110) with the use of density functional theory (DFT) calculations
and ab-initio thermodynamics. Our results are compared to ambient pressure X-ray
photoelectron emission spectroscopy (XPS) experiments. CO2 adsorption is the initial
step in the reduction process. Hence, understanding of the active catalyst phase, and its
effect on the adsorption process, is the first step for the rationalization of the catalytic
processes on these systems. Simultaneously, understanding the electronic structure that
allows for the high activity, might aid the rational design of better catalysts for CO2
activation.
Our results show that Cu(100) oxidizes from the√pristine
√ surface to a p(2×2) overlayer
at 0.25 ML followed by a reconstruction to a (2 2 × 2)R45◦ (MR) structure at 0.50
ML. Moreover, dissociative adsorption of CO2 on Cu(100) occurs predominantly at
surface steps. In2 O3 (110) is found to heavily hydroxylate in presence of H2 and/or H2 O.
Hydroxylation with H2 causes the undercoordinated In-sites to change oxidation state
(from In3+ to In2+ ), while H2 O does not. We suggest that the redox capacity of the
undercoordinated In-site are responsible for the adsorption of CO2 on indium oxide,
whereas oxygen vacancies act as spectators. Our results are in qualitative agreement with
the experimental observation of heavy hydroxylation and the suppression of the reverse
water gas shift on indium oxide.
Keywords: Heterogeneous catalysis, Density functional theory, Methanol conversion,
CO2 reduction, Copper surface, Indium oxide
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Chapter 1
Introduction
”... if we are to rely on alternative energy sources (biomass, solar
or nuclear) and avoid serious environmental problems, we must
develop new and improved solid catalysts”[1]

– Charles T. Campbell (2012)
There is a consensus in the scientific community that rapid climate change is linked to
anthropogenic greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions to the atmosphere [2–6]. In the assessment
report of the Intergovernmental panel on climate change (IPCC), it is estimated that
CO2 amounted to at least 65% of all GHG emissions in 2010 [7]p.7 . Additionally, it is
reported that ∼32% of all the GHG emission were produced by the industry [7]p.9 , out
of which, one third were result of electricity and heat production [7]p.752 . Similarly, the
consumption of energy for household usage and transportation, mostly dependent on
fossil fuels, contributing with 26% to all emissions of GHG [7]p.9 . A detailed break down
of GHG emissions is presented in Ref. [8], and a representative extract of it is shown
in Figure 1.1. Given the multifactorial contributions to each sector, it is, nevertheless,
hard to pinpoint the major source of greenhouse gas emissions. It is clear, however,
that electricity and heat production combined with transport emissions amount to a
significant portion of the total green house gas emitted to the atmosphere [7]p.9 . Hence, it
is important to produce electricity and fuels for transportation that are environmentally
friendly, if we are to reduce GHG emissions and to slow down rapid climate change.
Sweden is a good example of how this is possible on a national scale, given that 58 % of
its electricity is produced from renewable sources [9]p.7 , whereas an impressive 90% of its
electricity is produced without carbon emissions [9]p.7 . This is the result of nuclear power
as a large source of Sweden’s electricity. However, carbon-clean, nuclear power has other
drawbacks, such as risk of great damage in case of malfunction and waste disposal issues.
The last decades have seen a rapid technological development towards renewable energy
sources. Among these, the recycling of greenhouse gases to added-value chemicals by
1

Figure 1.1: Greenhouse gas emissions by sector. Data taken from Ref. [8]).

catalytic conversion has been proposed as a possible way to reduce carbon emissions
[10–18]. A promising pathway to depart from the current fossil-fuel dependence is the
catalytic reduction of CO2 to methanol (CH3 OH). This process has been proposed as
a possible way to achieve a net zero sum of carbon emissions to the atmosphere, given
that a closed-carbon loop can be attained. [10–15]. However, capture and storage of
this green-house gas from the atmosphere is challenging. This issue can in some cases be
circumvented by recapturing CO2 directly from the plant exhaust.
One reason behind the strong fossil-fuel dependence is their high energy density. Diesel,
gasoline and coal have have an energy density of 38, 34 and 27 MJ/l, respectively [19].
MeOH has an energy density of roughly half that of gasoline [20]. Additionally, methanol
is liquid at room temperature, which make storage and transportation easy. Moreover,
methanol can be combusted in gasoline engines, requiring only slight modifications. These
reasons make it convenient as a renewable energy source. It should be noted that methanol
not only is a possibly alternative fuel, it is also one of the largest primer feedstock chemicals [13]. Renewable production of methanol from captured CO2 has been operational in
large scale since 2012, in Iceland, at the ”George Olah CO2 to renewable methanol plant”
in Svartsengi, Iceland [21].
CH3 OH is currently industrially produced, mostly, from synthesis gas (CO, CO2 and H2 )
which is obtained from natural, shale gas, and coal [13, 22]. This process is performed
over a copper-based catalyst at relatively high temperatures and pressures (473 to 573 K,
2

5 to 10 MPa). This process is energy-intense, making large scale production necessary
for the process to be efficient. This translates to methanol production requiring large
processing plants where, for the most part, either natural gas or coal is used to produce
syngas and MeOH. Furthermore, the copper-based catalyst faces many shortcomings,
among them, rapid deactivation by sintering [23, 24].
It is evident that the production of renewable energy by catalytic conversion is challenging.
Moreover, it is clear that longer-lasting and more cost-effective catalysts must be developed,
if we expect methanol to be a feasible renewable energy source. It is the purpose of this
thesis to contribute on the development of such materials.

1.1

Catalysis

Catalysis is the acceleration of a chemical reaction by a catalytic substance [25]. A
catalytic substance, or catalyst, can be any sort of material or compound, as long as
it makes the reaction occur faster than the uncatalyzed case and that it remains unchanged after the catalytic reaction. In a catalytic process, the catalyst allows for a
kinetically unfavourable reaction path to take place by introducing a new pathway. In
macroscopic terms, this is observed as a reduction of the activation energy for the reaction.
It should be noted that a catalyst does not change the thermodynamics of a reaction, as
the initial and final state of the overall process are the same as the ones for the uncatalyzed reaction. Thus, the change in the free energy in the reacting system is the same
with or without catalyst [25, 26]. A schematic representation of this is shown in Figure 1.2.
A catalytic process is said to be heterogeneous when the catalyst and reactants are found
in different aggregation state. If instead the reactants and catalyst have the same phase,
the process is referred to be homogeneous[26]. A kind of biocatalytic process also exist,
and refers to reactions performed by enzymes in biological systems [25, 26]. In this work
we have focused on heterogeneous processes.
Reaction mechanisms on surfaces involve at least three elementary steps, namely, adsorption of the reactants, reaction at the surface and desorption of the products [25]p.70 .
Moreover, reactions on surfaces can be broadly categorized depending on if all reactants
adsorb at the surface or not. These are the Eley-Rideal and Langmuir-Hinshelwood
mechanisms . These two surface reaction mechanisms are shown schematically in Figure
1.2. In the Eley-Rideal mechanism, one of the reactant species adsorbs at the surface.
3

Figure 1.2: Left: Schematic sketch of a catalyzed and uncatalyzed chemical
reaction. Right: Schematic illustration of two surface reaction mechanisms,
Eley-Rideal (top) and Langmuir-Hinshelwood (bottom).

The reaction proceed as the second reactant reacts with the adsorbed species directly
from the gas phase. Finally, the product desorbs from the surface leaving the catalyst
surface unchanged. In the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, adsorption and reaction
takes place at different times. As shown in the schematic in Figure 1.2, both reactants
adsorb on the surface. This step is followed by diffusion of one or both of the adsorbates
on the surface and ends with the adsorbates meeting and reacting on the surface forming a
product. As in the first mechanism, desorption of the product leaves the surface unaltered.
The Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism highlights a second important aspect of a heterogeneous catalyst, namely that it assembles the reactants and in this way facilitates the
reactions. A third kind of mechanism, of particular importance for some redox reactions,
is the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism [27]. This mechanism is characterized by the catalyst
surface lattice donating one or more of its components to one of the products of the
reaction [28]. For example, the creation of an oxygen vacancy in an oxide surface, which
is replenished by another intermediate at a later step of the overall reaction mechanism [27].
Two important concepts that must be defined relating to catalysis are those of catalytic
activity and catalytic selectivity. Price, availability and durability of a catalytic material,
together with activity and selectivity, should also be considered for the rational design
of a catalyst. Catalytic activity refers to the rate at which the reaction occurs, thus
the number of products formed per unit time. Catalytic selectivity instead refers to the
measure of the extent to which the catalyst produces the desired product. Both the
activity and selectivity of a catalyst depend heavily on how strongly the reactants interact
4

with the catalyst. It is clear that a reactant should not bind too weakly with the catalyst
as in that case it might desorb from the surface before the reaction takes place. Similarly,
the reactants (or products) should not bind too strongly to the catalyst either, or the
reaction can not take place (because of the catalyst being poisoned). The strength of
interaction between a catalyst and the reactants/products needs to be a compromise.
This idea was first proposed by french scientist Paul Sabatier, and its know as Sabatier’s
principle [25]. Finding a catalyst with a Sabatier compromise, which is also durable,
economic and abundant, make rational catalyst design a challenging, but necessary, task.
Catalytic reactions are strongly dynamic, where the catalyst in some cases may change
geometrically and chemically during the operation. Some experimental analysis techniques
used to study catalytic reactions are based on spectroscopic methods, such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Infrared spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy, that allow to study
changes on the catalyst or the reactants (or both). Despite the wide repertoire of analysis
techniques, sometimes understanding how and why a reaction occurs in the way it does on
real catalysts, is too complicated. Hence, model systems (simplified structures to describe
the catalyst and the reaction) are used to facilitate the understanding of the step-wise
evolution of elementary reactions by which an overall chemical reaction takes place. Use
of model systems is also used in theoretical research, and it is probably desirable to do so,
as it keeps the convolution of interaction effects in the system limited to an extend we
can comprehend. By providing understanding of the electronic structure of materials, we
can help design effective catalysts that do not sinter or provide understanding on how
and why some reaction mechanism are preferred on other materials.
One approach in heterogeneous catalysis to obtain information on surface reactions has
been to study reactions over single crystal surfaces. This means the system can be studied
with surface science tools, having atomic control over the surface and adsorbates [29].

1.2

Methanol conversion from CO2 on Cu and In2 O3

Methanol production by catalytic conversion of CO2 is currently performed at high
temperature and pressure (473-573 K, 5-10 MPa) with syn-gas over a Cu/ZnO/ Al2 O3
catalysts [30–34]. Step sites have been suggested to be highly active for CO2 activation on
copper surfaces [33, 35, 36], however, the true nature of this site is debated [31]. Moreover,
the copper catalyst is known to deactivate rapidly due to sintering [23, 24]. Additionally,
hindering of CO2 adsorption on copper has been linked to surface self-poisoning by surface
5

oxidation [34, 37, 38]. In response to this, research on catalysts capable of long-lasting
hydroxylation of CO2 to methanol has been active.
In recent years, an In2 O3 /ZrO2 catalyst has attracted much attention, thanks to its high
selectivity, activity and durability [39]. The durability of this catalyst has been linked
to a hindering of sintering, which has been attributed to ZrO2 [39]. Additionally, the
high selectivity of In2 O3 has been suggested, most predominantly in the experimental
contribution of Bielz et al. [40], to be result of the suppression of the Reverse Water
Gas Shift (RWGS) reaction [40–42]. Thus, CO is able to reduce In2 O3 , whereas, CO2 is
incapable of re-oxidizing the oxide [40].
A theoretical reaction mechanism has been proposed by Ye et al. [43] for the hydrogenation
of CO2 to CH3 OH on In2 O3 (110). In this mechanism, the first step is the creation of
an oxygen vacancy by hydrogen reduction of the surface. Subsequently, the mechanism
proposes to quench the vacancy by CO2 adsorption. The next step is the formation of
formate (HCOO), followed by the formation of a dioxymethylene with a surface oxygen
(H2 COOsurf ), a methoxy (H3 CO) and finally methanol (H3 COH) [43, 44]. However,
the quenching of the oxygen vacancy by CO2 adsorption in this reaction mechanism
appears to be in conflict with the experimental evidence of the suppression of the RWGS
reaction [40]. Hence, determining the true role of oxygen vacancies at the surface is
of high importance to understand why In2 O3 /ZrO2 is active for CO2 reduction to CH3 OH.
These conflicting results, both for copper and indium oxide, demonstrate that there is
a need for systematic research on the conditions and reaction mechanisms under which
reduction of CO2 to methanol take place. In this thesis, we intend to explain what
happens with copper in the early-stage oxidation process, upon which the adsorption of
CO2 has been reported to decrease [34]. Similarly, we intend to determine the effect of
hydroxylation and the role of oxygen vacancies for the adsorption of CO2 on In2 O3 (110).

1.3

Aim of thesis

The aim of this thesis is to elucidate the process and thermodynamically stable surface
conditions for activation and adsorption of CO2 on copper and indium oxide. The understanding of this reaction step is of importance for catalyst design, as adsorption of
CO2 is the initial step for carbon dioxide reduction to methanol. In paper I and II, we
study the oxidation process of Cu(100) and the dissociative-adsorption mechanism of
6

CO2 , respectively. This is done in a coupled theory/experiment approach. In particular,
we make use of density functional theory (DFT) calculations in combination with ambient
pressure x-ray photoelectron emission spectroscopy (AP-XPS) experiments to study CO2
adsorption on Cu(100). In paper III, we study the nature and effect of hydroxylation
on In2 O3 (110) with H2 and H2 O. Additionally, the role of oxygen vacancies for CO2
adsorption is investigated under pristine and hydroxylation conditions. Here, we make
use solely of DFT calculations.
Density functional theory is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The theoretical tools and
AP-XPS, used for the characterization of surfaces and adsorbates, are presented and
discussed in Chapter 3. Our results are presented in Chapter 4 and, lastly, the conclusions
and outlook are presented in Chapter 5.

7
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Chapter 2
Electronic structure calculations
”... It came out of the mind of Schrödinger (Schrödinger’s equation), invented in his struggle to find an understanding of the
experimental observation of the real world ”
– R.P. Feynman et al., 1965, chapter 16, p. 12.
Quantum mechanics describe how electrons interact and is the only way to unequivocally
describe chemical reactions, like the activation of CO2 , which is achieved by the transfer
of one electron from the surface to the molecule. However, analytic solution only exists
for systems with one electron. Hence, computational/numerical methods are required to
deal with atomic systems larger than the hydrogen atom.

2.1

Schrödinger’s equation

One central equation in quantum mechanics is Schrödinger’s equation (3.7). This is a first
principles equation, which means it is based on fundamental physical concepts, without
empirical parameters. This equation was presented by Erwin Schrödinger in 1926 as a
formulation to describe electrons in the presence of an external potential (nuclei/electron
interaction). Assuming a non-relativistic single electron system, where the potential
interaction is time independent, the equation can be compactly written as,
Ĥψ = Eψ

(2.1)

Here Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, which contains the energetic components to the
system. ψ is the systems wavefunction, which entirely describe the system. E is the
systems energy. It should be noted that the square of the norm of the wavefunction is a
probability distribution function. This means that the integral of the product between
the wave function and its complex conjugate over a determined region of space will be
equal to the probability of finding the system in that region. For a single electron system
9

in a Coulomb potential (hydrogen atom), the Hamiltonian is written in atomic unitsi as,
1
1
Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ = − ∇2 −
2
r

(2.2)

Where T̂ is the kinetic operator and V̂ is the potential energy term. This equation is
slightly more complex for a system with Nn nuclei and Ne electrons [45],

Ĥ = −

X
I

X
X ZI ZJ
1
1X 2 X
1
ZI
∇i −
+
+
∇2I −
2MI
2 i
|ri − RI |
|ri − rj |
|RI − RJ |
i,j
i,I

j>i

(2.3)

I,J
J>I

Here, the first and second terms are the operator for the kinetic energy of the nuclei and
electrons, respectively. The

ZI
|ri −RI |

sum refers to the electron-nuclei interaction and the

sums run over all electrons and nuclei. Similarly, the
interaction. Lastly, the

ZI ZJ
|RI −RJ |

1
|ri −rj |

sum is the electron-electron

term represents the electrostatic interaction between

nuclei. Unfortunately, for a many-body system, equation (3.7) is too complicated to be
solved. This means we have to make approximations to get an equation, or system of
equations, that can be solves.

2.2

Born-Oppenheimer approximation

One common approximation made to simplify the many-body problem to a traceable
set of equation is the assumption that the electronic and nuclei wave-functions can be
decoupled. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. The physical
principle behind this approximation is that the nuclei are massive with respect to the
electrons (the mass of the proton is 1836 times that of an electron) so that their movement
in comparison to the one experienced by the electrons is negligible. Thus, the electrons
are considered to adapt instantly to the movement of the nuclei [45].
If we consider a many-body system in the BO-approximation, we find that the total-system
Hamiltonian can be split into electronic and nuclear components. This set of equations
allows us to deal with the many-body problem in a two step fashion, by solving first the
electronic Schrödinger equation in field of fixed nuclei and subsequently optimizing the
nuclei geometry to minimize the energy of the system. The electronic Hamiltonian in
i In atomic units (a.u), the elementary charge (e), electron rest mass (m ), Coulombs force constant
e
1
h
(ke = 4π
) and Planck’s reduced constant (~ = 2π
) are set to unity.
0
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atomic units has the form,
Ĥe = −

1 X 2 X ZI X 1
∇i −
+
2 i
riI
r
i,j ij

(2.4)

i,I

j>i

Where the first term is the kinetic energy operator of the electrons. The second one is
the Coulomb electron/nuclei interaction (from the fixed nuclei). The last term is the
electron/electron repulsion.
The significance of the BO-approximation comes from the fact that, it makes it enough
to solve the electronic configuration problem and to optimize iteratively the nuclei
configuration and changes to the electronic states [46, 47]. Regardless of the simplification
achieved by the use of the BO approximation, the many-electron system is still too
complicated to work with. Thus, different methods have been developed over time to
deal with this issue. These can be categorized into wave-function methods, based on
Hartree-Fock [48, 49] and electronic density methods, like the Density Functional Theory
(DFT) [50, 51]. It is not the purpose of this thesis to go in more detail on wave-function
methods, which can be found elsewhere [45, 52].

2.3

Density functional theory

Density functional theory (DFT) is a quantum mechanical formulation for the description
of many-body systems that relates the total energy of the system with the electron density.
Attempts to use the electronic density as the central variable have been presented earlier
in the Thomas-Fermi model [53, 54], but had been found unable to properly describe
chemical bonds.
The working principle behind DFT is that the electronic density of a system can be
used to exactly describe its ground state energy. This is achieved by expressing the
ground state energy of the system as a functional of its electronic density. Within the
Kohn-Sham approximation, the energy is obtained by solving a Schrödinger-like set of
equations in a variational minimization approach. DFT is, in principle, an exact quantum
mechanical theory, that within the Kohn-Sham approach, manages to decompose a
many-interacting-electron equation into many non-interacting single electron equations.
11

2.3.1

Hohenberg and Kohn: Electronic density

The seminal work of Pierre Hohenberg and Walter Kohn [50] (HK) lays the foundation
upon which density functional theory is built on. HK successfully show in their work that
the electronic density of the ground state, n(r), of an interacting electron system in an
external potential Vext (r) uniquely determines the potential, up to an additive constant.
This implies that the Hamiltonian is described at the ground state uniquely by the ground
state electronic density and it is, by consequence, a functional of it. Moreover, HK show
that the energy of a system is described by a universal functional of the electronic density
F[n(r)]. This is explicitly written as,
E [n(r)] =

Z

V (r)n(r)dr + F [n(r)]

(2.5)

Where, for the correct electronic density, E[n(r)] becomes the ground state energy of the
system. Additionally, it is convenient to separate Coulomb long-range interactions from
the functional F[n(r)],
F [n(r)] =

1
2

Z Z

n (r) n (r0 )
drdr0 + G [n (r)]
|r − r0 |

(2.6)

and to rewrite the energy functional term as,
E [n(r)] =

Z

V (r)n(r)dr +

1
2

Z Z

n (r) n (r0 )
drdr0 + G [n (r)]
|r − r0 |

(2.7)

Where the first term is the energy contribution by the external potential. The double
integral is the classical electron-electron interaction (Hartree) to the energy of the system
and G[n (r)] is a universal functional of the electronic density, which conveniently encloses
kinetic energy and all the quantum mechanical effects. The exact form of G[n (r)] is,
however, unknown. The work of HK successfully replaces the many-body wave function
with the electronic density as the main incognita in quantum mechanical systems.

2.3.2

Kohn and Sham: Kohn-Sham equations

One year later, in 1965, Walter Kohn and Lu Sham [51] provided an approximation to the
universal G[n (r)] functional. This was done by replacing the interacting-electron system
with a system of non-interacting electrons. This allows to approximate the systems kinetic
energy with a correct description for this term and leads to the Kohn-Sham equations, a
set of Schrödinger-like equations, that describe the electronic system as a set of single
particle equations in an effective potential.
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The assumption that the interacting electrons can be described as a non-interacting
system allows to write the universal functional as,
G [n (r)] = TS [n (r)] + Exc [n (r)]

(2.8)

where TS is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system and Exc is the exchangecorrelation functional. The Exc functional can be approximated in different ways and
encloses all the quantum mechanical effects on DFT. The kinetic energy of the noninteracting system can be described by single-electron determinant wavefunctions, such
that the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system is given as,
TS [(r)] = −

1X
hφi | ∇2 |φi i
2 i

(2.9)

The density is given in term of the single-electron Kohn-Sham orbitals (φi ) as,
n [(r)] =

X
i

|φi (r) |2

(2.10)

The exchange-correlations functional is explicitly written as,
Exc [n (r)] = (T [n (r)] − TS [n (r)]) − (Vint [n (r)] − J [n (r)])

(2.11)

Here, T[n (r)] and TS [n (r)] are the kinetic energy of the interacting and non-interacting
electron system, respectively. Vint [n (r)] is the total electron-electron interaction (see
equation (2.3)) while J [n (r)] is the classical Coulomb electron interaction. Exc [n (r)]
takes into account the fermions antisymmetric nature of the electrons as well as the nonclassical electron-electron correlation [55]. The total energy functional of the interacting
system is given by,

E [n(r)] =

Z

1
Vext (r)n(r)dr +
2

Z Z

n (r) n (r0 )
drdr0 + TS [n (r)] + Exc [n (r)]
|r − r0 |

(2.12)

Where minimization of the energy functional with respect to the density assures that the
density is that of the ground state. From a Lagrange-multiplier procedure, and given that
the total number of electrons remains constant N, we can derive the Kohn-Sham (KS)
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equations for the i electron in an effective potential, expressed as,


1
− ∇2i + vef f (r) φi = i φi
2

(2.13)

The significance of this equation is that it allow us to go from an unsolvable many-electron
equation, to a set of coupled single-electron equations. The effective potential is given as,

vef f (r) = V (r) + vxc +
vxc =

Z

∂Exc
∂n (r)

n (r0 ) 0
dr
|r − r0 |

(2.14)
(2.15)

Where vxc is the exchange-correlation potential, and the total energy of the system is
given in terms of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues i as,
E=

X
i

i + EH + Exc −

Z

n (r) vxc (r) dr

(2.16)

To determine the total energy of the system, the KS equations are solved in a self-consistent
fashion, where the single-electron equations are solved iteratively from an initial guess
density. For the exact exchange-correlation functional, the highest occupied eigenvalue
would be equal to the negative of the ionization energy. This is known as Janak’s theorem
[56], where the derivative of the total energy with respect to the occupation of an orbital
equals the specific KS eigenvalue of that orbital [56]. However, as they represent the
non-interacting system, the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues have no direct physical meaning.

2.3.3

Exchange-correlation functionals and Jacob’s ladder

One should notice the magnitude of the contributions of the different terms in equation
(2.12). In ref. [57], it is shown that for the values of a Mn atom, the most dominant term
is the electrostatic interaction between the core and the valence electrons, followed by the
electronic kinetic energy of the non-interacting electrons, with the electrostatic interaction
between the valence electrons in a third place and exchange-correlation energy being
the smallest term. However, the significance of the exchange-correlation term is clearly
exemplified in Ref. [58], where it is shown that without this term atomization energies
are massively underestimated. A similar trend is found for surface energies and work
functions [58]. It is the exchange-correlation term that accounts, to the greatest extend,
for chemical bonds. Without the exchange-correlation term, the Kohn-Sham equations
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can be reduce to a reformulation of Hartree-Fock equations without exchange [59]. The
exact expression of the exchange-correlation term is unknown and has to be approximated.
Different approximations have been proposed to describe the exchange-correlation functional. Typically, the precision with which the term is described is improved by increasing
the detail with which the functional depends on the electronic density. These approximations have been ordered in the so called Jacobs-ladder described by Perdew and Schmidt
[59], a schematic representation of this is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Left: Schematic view of the computational cost as a function of
chemical accuracy (own). Right: Schematic depiction Jacob’s ladder adapted
from Ref [59]

Given that all steps in Jacobs ladder are approximations, the actual accuracy will depend
on whether the chosen functional approximation describes the nature of the system. This
means that there is no guarantee that using a functional on a higher rung in the ladder will
produce a better description of a system. Only the exact exchange-correlation functional
would guarantee chemical accuracy for any system.
Local Density Approximation
The simplest of the approximations to the Exc functional is the one made by Kohn and
Sham themselves [51], where the exchange-correlation functional is approximated only as
a functional of the electronic density of an homogeneous electron gas. This is expressed
as,
Exc [n (r)] =

Z

n (r) hom
xc (n (r)) dr

(2.17)

where hom
xc (n (r)) is the exchange-correlation energy per electron in the homogeneous noninteracting electron system of density n(r). This approximation can be easily generalized
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to include spin component by considering the electron gas to have uniform spin densities,
n ↑ (r) and n ↓ (r). The expression has in this case a spin dependence, giving also the
KS orbitals a spin-dependence. The LDA approximation can reproduce trends for
extended systems, where the electronic density changes slowly. However it is known to
underestimate bond-lengths and to overestimate binding energies [57]. Moreover, given
the local character of the electronic density, L(S)DA is poor at describing band-gaps in
oxides, and in describing molecules.
Generalized Gradient Approximation
Attempts at correcting for the shortcomings of LDA and describe a non-uniform but slowly
changing density is done by including an inhomogeneity dependence of the exchangecorrelation functional on the density. This is done in the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), where the exchange-correlation functional depends on the density and its
gradient, Exc [n (r) , ∇n (r)].
A good example of these approximation is the one done by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof
[60], in the, so-called, PBE-functional. This functional is constructed to fall back to LDA
in the limit of the uniform electron gas [60], recovering in this way all the exact xc-hole
constraints [60, 61]. GGA functionals have an Exc functional of the form,
Exc [n (r)] =

Z

n (r) hom
xc (n (r)) Fxc [n (r) , ∇n (r)] dr

(2.18)

Here, Fxc is an enhancement factor that modifies the LDA energy [60]. GGA’s of
this family are know to better describe bond-lengths than LDA, but are also known
to underestimate binding energies and fail to describe strongly-correlated systems [62].
Further refinements can be done to the exchange-correlation functional and one example
is meta-GGA’s, where the Exc is also made a function of kinetic energy of the electronic
density Exc [n (r) , ∇n (r) , τ (r)].
Hybrid functionals
An additional level on Jacob’s ladder for exchange-correlation functionals comes when
including an exact exchange term, calculated as for Hartree-Fock with the use of KS
orbitals [59]. This possibility was first explored by Becke [63], using the Parr-Wang
functional as a basis [64]. The exchange integral in Hartree-Fock and the exact exchange
have the form,
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Kij =

Z

1
φi (r0 ) φ∗j (r0 ) drdr0
|r − r0 |
occ
1X
Kij
=−
2 i,j

φ∗i (r) φj (r)
Exexact

(2.19)
(2.20)

The exchange-correlation functional for a hybrid functional can be written as,
hybrid
GGA
Exc
= Exc
+ α Exexact − ExGGA



(2.21)

where factor α is a mixing parameter, usually taken as α = 0.25. Hybrid functionals tend
to exhibit good behavior for systems with localized densities, such as metal oxides [65].
These kind of systems tend to be described poorly by LDA and GGA functionals, due to
issues with the self-interaction energy, which is not entirely canceled in the lower rungs
of Jacob’s ladder [65]. However, exactly evaluating the exchange term over all orbitals
comes at a cost, and hybrid functionals are far more computationally intensive than LDA
or GGA [65].
Effects of van der Waals
van der Waals forces are the result of fluctuating dipole interactions [66]. This induces
dynamical long-range attractive interaction between otherwise non-interacting atoms.
These interactions are part of the exact exchange-correlation functional, however, they
are not properly accounted for in LDA, GGA or hybrid functionals. It is customary to
include this energetic contribution as a correction to the Kohn-Sham energy. This is
the case for the Tkatchenko-Scheffler [67] or the Grimme D2/D3 [68, 69] methods. An
exchange-correlation functional that attempts to account for van der Waals interactions
is the Chalmers-Rutgers (vdW-DF-cx) [66]. van der Waals interactions are in particular
important when investigating interactions between closed-shell systems.

2.3.4

Basis sets

The Kohn-Sham orbitals, φi , need to be represented and in most applications they are
expanded in a basis as,
φi =

X

Cαi Gα

(2.22)

α

Where Gα can be expressed as atomic-orbital-like functions and the sum takes over the
number used basis functions. In this way, the Kohn-Sham orbitals are represented a linear
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combination of atomic-orbitals centered on the atoms [52]p.442 . This representation is
useful in understanding chemical bonding in molecular systems, as the bond is result of
the overlap of the atomic orbitals of each atom. This a powerful technique, that makes
electronic structure and bonding intuitive, but its accuracy depends very strongly on the
chosen basis set. The atomic orbitals can take the form,

ζ
Gα = Sα,nlm
(r, Θ, φ) = N rn−1 e−ζr Ylm (Θ, φ)

Gα = φα (x, y, z; γ, i, j, k) = N xi y j z k e−γ (x

2

2

+y +z

(2.23)
2

)

(2.24)

Where the equation (2.23) is an expression for Slater type orbitals, while equation (2.24)
is for Gaussian type orbitals [52]p.442 . The basis sets, however, can also be expressed as a
sum of plane waves, which is a convenient expression for extended-periodic systems [70].

Plane waves
Implementation of the Kohn-Sham approach with plane-waves often use Bloch’s theorem[70], which comes from considering a single electron moving in a periodic potential,
where the periodicity of the external potential reproduces that of the Bravais lattice of a
given crystal system [70]. Here, the wavefunction can be expressed as [71]p.133 ,
ψnk (r) = eik·r unk (r) =

X

Cn,k+G ei(k+G)·r

(2.25)

G

Where the exponential term is a plane wave with wavevector k, in the electronic band
n within the first Brillouin zone (The Wigner-Seitz primitive cell of the reciprocal
lattice[71]p.89 ), and the unk (r) represents a function with the lattice periodicity [72]p.20 .
The assumption is that it is enough to describe the electrons within the first Brillouin
zone while enforcing the lattice periodicity [71](p.129−130) . In principle, an infinite number
of k-vectors are needed to describe the electronic structure of a system. In practice, a
cut-off to the number of wavevectors included in the eigenfunctions is determined as,
1
|k + G|2 < Ecut
2
Where k are the wavewectors and G are the reciprocal lattice vectors.
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(2.26)

Brillouin zone sampling
In k-space, the integrals that arise from solving the KS equation are described as sums.
Given that it is sufficient to describe only the propagation over the first Brillouin zone
(BZ), it is enough to evaluate this sums over some points of the BZ. The way in which
the number and distribution of points is generated is diverse [73, 74]. In this work we
have used Monkhorst-Pack scheme for k-point sampling [73]. This means that a grid of
(Ra × Rb × Rc ) generates a uniform distribution of k-points as [73],

ka,b,c = ua · b1 + ub · b2 + uc · b3
2r − qr − 1
ua =
; r = [1, 2, ..., qr ]
2qr

(2.27)
(2.28)

where, bi are the primitive reciprocal lattice vectors and qr is the number of k-points in
the a-direction.

Projector Augmented Waves Method
An approximation that is usually made for the description of atoms with DFT is that the
core and semi-core electrons are treated as frozen. This means that the core states are
viewed as identical to the atomic core states [75]. This is done to reduce computational cost,
and is justified by the inactivity of core electrons in chemical bonding [76]. Additionaly,
this method allows to efficiently compute DFT densities expressed in plane-wave basis sets.
The projector augmented wave method [76] (PAW) is an all-electron method that facilitates computation of plane wave-based wavefunctions in DFT. The PAW method splits
the atomic-centered wavefunction into separate regions. Near the valence, where the wave
function is usually smooth and well-behaved, and near the core, where the wave function
oscillates rapidly due to the othorgonality constraint [76]. In the PAW approach, the
rapidly oscillating wavefunction is replaced, through a transformation operator τ , into
a smooth pseudo-wavefunction (PS). Similarly, the valence part is transformed into an
envelop function [76], described also by an auxiliary function and the transformation
operator.
Under this approach, it is possible to define the functional for the total energy in term of
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these auxiliary wavefunctions and the transformation operator as [76],
h
i
∂E τ |ψ̃i
∂ hψ̃|

= τ † τ |ψ̃i

(2.29)

Where ψ̃ are the auxiliary wavefunctions. These are in turn expressed in terms of a
linear combination of partial wave functions. In this way, it is possible to describe the
all-electron wave function as a linear combination of these auxiliary, both valence and
pseudo, wavefunctions as,
|ψi = |ψ̃i +

X
i


|φi i − |φ̃i i hp˜i |ψ̃i

(2.30)

Where φi and φ̃i are the all-electron partial wavefunction and partial pseudo-wavefunction,
respectively. While, p˜i is a projector function. It is important to notice that the wavefunctions are well behaved all over the space they are defined on and are smooth at the
boundary.

2.3.5

Self-consistency algorithm

The self-consistency algorithm followed in Kohn-Sham implementation is shown in Figure
2.1. The scheme begins by proposing an initial electronic density, usually a superposition
of atomic densities. From this, we evaluate the KS effective potential, as stated in
equation 2.14. Then we proceed to solve the KS equation in a self-consistent fashion,
until a criteria on total energy change is achieve (SCF loop). If the change in density is
below a convergence criteria, we proceed to calculate the total energy and forces.
The forces on the atom evaluated with a converged density from the SCF-loop can be
used to optimize the atomic structure of the system.

2.4

Local energy minima

The structural minimization of an atomic system to its local minimum is an important
part in the study of atomic structures and in the study of surface reactions. The physical
justification for this comes from statistical mechanics, as in nature, an atomic structure
will spend a majority of their time in the ground state energy minima. This is a minimization mathematical problem, and given the electrostatic nature of the nuclei/nuclei
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Figure 2.2: Self-consistency algorithm for DFT-calculations.

interaction, geometrical optimization is simply the minimization of atomic forcesii

There are many different algorithms that have been developed for the geometrical optimization of atomic structures [75]. Some of these algorithms are, RMM-DIIS, LBFGS,
steepest decent and conjugate gradient. In this thesis, we have used the conjugate gradient
algorithm. The basic principle behind conjugate gradient minimization is that after the
first step (following the steepest descent) the next steps preserve the minimization made
in the previous steps and only adds conjugate variations [75].

Finding the minimum energy structure of a system corresponds to finding a local minimum
in its potential energy hypersurface (PES). The PES is a 3N dimensional object in a
3N+1 dimensional space, where N is the number of atoms in the system and the extra
dimension is the value of the potential energy function [46]p.4 . Rotational and translational
invariance in the system reduce the number of dimensions that described the PES. For
diatomic molecules, the potential energy is entirely described by the interatomic distance
[46]p.123 .

ii In a conservative field, the force acting upon a system is negatively proportional to the gradient of
∂E
the potential energy of the system (fi = − ∂R
)
i
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2.5

Transition states and energy barriers

Another point of interest in the PES are the transition states, which correspond to saddle
points in the immediate neighborhood between two local minimum energy basins. For
a chemical reaction, the transition state is the lowest laying saddle point between the
reactant and product minima. A limiting aspect on the search for transition states is that
the saddle point is a minima in all but one directions [77]. Because of this, computational
methods have been developed to aid in the search of these points. One such method, used
in this thesis, is the nudged elastic band method [77].

Nudged Elastic Band
In the nudged elastic band method, an interpolation of structures (images) is constructed
between the initial and final states of a chemical reaction. The images are kept together
at equal distance from each other through the use of spring forces. A minimization on the
overall force between these images, coming from both the system and the spring, drives
the reaction pathway to a minimum energy path in the PES [77]. The force to minimize
on each image is,
Fi = kR − ∇E (Ri ) |⊥

(2.31)

Where, the kR term corresponds to the force of the springs that connects the image
with the one ahead, and the one behind. ∇E (Ri ) |⊥ is the perpendicular component of

the total force of the image. Hence, a minimization on this force means that the local
minimization of the images is guaranteed, while the minimization on the spring term
should eventually converge to a minimum energy path [77]. An extension on this method
is the introduction of the climbing image technique, where the maximum energy image is
dragged to the top of the band relaxation by maximizing the perpendicular component
of the total force experienced by that image and by releasing the image from its springs.

This guarantees that the image will move upwards in the PES while remaining in the MEP.
An example of the main reaction intermediates in the MEP found for CO2 dissociation
on Cu(100) is shown in Figure 2.3, as in Paper II.
A way of corroborating if we have found a true saddle point in the MEP connecting two
local minima is to calculate the normal vibrational modes. A true saddle point will have
one imaginary frequency in the direction parallel to the reaction coordinate. There might
be more than one imaginary frequency if the PES is branching to different final states.
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Figure 2.3: Reaction intermediates of CO2 dissociation of Cu(100). Transition
states are found with CI-NEB and corroborated with vibrational analysis.

2.6

Vibrational analysis

A way of determining the nature of points in the PES can be done by calculating its
vibrational normal modes. This is done in the harmonic approximation and the forces
acting upon the system are calculated as the derivative of the assumed harmonic potential.
This effectively means that the forces are calculated by finite differences. In this procedure,
the frequencies are obtained by diagonalizing the Hessian matrix, which describe the
local curvature of the PES. The terms of the Hessian are second order derivatives to the
∂ 2 f (x ,x )

i j
potential energy, of the form ∂xi ∂x
. The normal-mode frequencies are calculated as
j
1 √
νi = 2π i , where i are the eigenvalues to the diagonalization of the Hessian matrix

[78]p.527 . A negative eigenvalue term in the Hessian means a saddle point of the energy
function in that frequency mode.
The vibrational frequencies can also be used to approximate molecular entropy (in the
harmonic approximation). The vibrational component of the entropy is the significant
contribution for strongly bound adsorbates. The frequencies are also used to determine a
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systems zero point energy (ZPE) (EZP E = 12 ~wi ).
It is remarkable how many different aspects of molecular interaction can be tended to by
a relatively simple approximation, as the harmonic oscillation for molecular systems. The
accuracy of this approximation, however, relies deeply on the accurate description of the
atomic interactions in a system. DFT provides a powerful machinery for this purpose.
Being exact in principle, it allows for electronic structure calculations to be utilized,
under a range of approximations, to describe somewhat accurately atomic processes
such as heterogeneous catalysis. In this thesis, we have used the machinery of DFT and
thermodynamics, along with ambient pressure XPS to determine the stability of surface
structures and molecular dissociative-adsorption of CO2 on Cu(100) and In2 O3 (110).
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Chapter 3
Characterization of surfaces and
adsorbates
”... In this house we obey the laws of thermodynamics! ”
– Homer Simpson
Density functional theory calculations have evolved to a state where accurate description
of materials and chemical interactions are possible. DFT predictions of experimental
measurements can be made both regarding the state of the catalyst during reaction
conditions and on the nature of the adsorbates. A coupled theory-experiment approach
allows for a comprehensive understanding of catalytic reactions. This understanding is
important when trying to determine the active site and reaction pathway for reactions.
One example of a method that is used to analyze the state of the catalyst during reaction conditions is ab initio thermodynamics. ab initio thermodynamics connects DFT
calculations with thermodynamics by considering that the system is in equilibrium with
reservoirs of the species it contains. In this way, thermodynamic contributions to the
zero-temperature DFT calculations and predictions at experimental conditions can be
made. In this thesis, we make use of ab initio thermodynamics predictions in paper
I and paper III to determine the stable surface structure at experimental conditions.
Another method we use to connect to experimental XPS measurements, is to calculate
core level shifts (CLS).
DFT calculations provide access to the ground state electron density and the Kohn-Sham
orbitals together with its eigenvalues. Analysis of the electronic structure is important in
attaining understanding the chemical bonds in the system. The techniques for electronic
structure analysis we have used are Bader charge analysis (BCA) and analysis of the
Density of States (DOS). BCA allows for the analysis of charge localization in the system.
This can be useful to determine reaction induced charge exchange. DOS analysis is
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the investigation of the eigenvalue spectrum. The combined use of electronic structure
analysis and computation of experimental observables can be useful to provide chemical
understanding of reactions and surfaces. For example, CLS and BCA can be used together
to determine the change in core-electron binding energy and the charge localization
(oxidation state) on the system, respectively.

Figure 3.1: Relation between computational and experimental catalysis.

3.1

Ab initio thermodynamics

Density functional theory calculations are capable of describing chemical bonds. However,
zero kelvin DFT calculations represent the system far from ambient conditions and usually
do not account for thermodynamic contributions. However, thermodynamic contributions
can be introduced separately, to account for temperature and pressure effects. This is
done using the formalism of ab initio thermodynamics [79, 80].
The working principle behind ab initio thermodynamics is that an atomic system in thermodynamic equilibrium with its environment can be described in terms of thermodynamic
variables [79, 80]. In this way, the thermodynamically preferred state of the system can be
predicted. We notice that the formalism follows a kind of zeroth law of thermodynamics,
meaning that when a system that is composed of subsystems is in equilibrium, then
the subsystems are in equilibrium between themselves. These considerations allow us
to describe surfaces, like Cu(100) or In2 O3 (110), in a chemical environment, with, for
example, O2 , H2 or H2 O pressures. The surface free energy for any surface is written as,
"
#
X
1
γ (T, pi ) =
Gsurf −
Ni µi (T, pi )
A
i
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(3.1)

where A is the area of the surface cell, Gsurf is the Gibbs free energy of the surface
system and µi is the chemical potential of the atomic species considered in the system.
The surface Gibbs free energy has the form,
Gsurf = E tot + E ZP E − T S vib − T S conf + pV

(3.2)

Where Etot is the adsorbate/surface system total energy, EZP E is the zero point energy,
Svib is the entropy vibrational contributions to the system which might be neglected if
the contributions from the adsorbates are small, Sconf is the configurational entropy and
pV is a pressure times volume term experienced on the surface-cell. The last term is, in
practice, neglected because of the small volume in the surface-cell. In our approximations, we neglect the vibrational contributions from the lattice and configurational entropy.
In the case of surface reconstructions, we assume that the bulk structure acts as a reservoir
of surface atoms, and we calculate the species chemical potential (µi ) as the cohesive
energy. In the case of adsorbates, like O2 , H2 or H2 O, µi is calculated with respect to a
gas phase ideal gas reservoir. The chemical potential of oxygen as the explicit form of,
µO (T, p) =




1
pO2
ZP E
0
EO2 + EO
+
µ
(T,
p
)
+
k
T
ln
0
B
O2
2
2
p0

(3.3)

Where the factor of a half comes from the fact that the chemical potential is expressed
in terms of an O2 molecule. The first term (EO2 ) is the total energy of the O2 molecule.
0

E
EZP
is the zero point energy of O2 , which we neglect. µO2 (T, p0 ) is the reference
O2

chemical potential and the last term is the O2 partial pressure contributions to the oxygen
0

chemical potential. The µO2 (T, p0 ) term is calculated from standard value pressures of
enthalpy and entropy from thermodynamic tables [81] as defined in Ref. [79] as,

µ0O2 = ∆H − T ∆S;

(3.4)

∆H = H (T, p0 ) − H (0, p0 ) ;

(3.5)

∆S = S (T, p0 ) − S (0, p0 ) ;

(3.6)

In paper III, the chemical potential of H2 and H2 O are calculated in the same way, and
are ZPE corrected. A reference system is needed to evaluate how the surface free energy
changes upon an species adsorption. In paper I we use the corresponding pristine surface
a reference. In paper III we used the term ∆Gads (T,p) instead of γ (T,p) to make it
clear that we consider the adsorbates vibrational entropy and ZPE energy contributions
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explicitly. This leads to a change in surface free energy of the form,
∆Gads (T, p) =

i

1h
ZP E
vib
− Esurf − Nads µads (T, p)
Eads/surf + Nads Eads
− T Sads
A
(3.7)

The suffix ads is used to denote either H2 or H2 O in paper III. It is important to note that
0

all energies in Eq. (3.7), expect for the µO2 (T, p0 ) term, are the result of DFT calculations.
The formalism of ab initio thermodynamics provides a way of bridging between electronic
structure calculations and macroscopic measurable systems at experimental pressure
conditions.

3.2

X-ray spectroscopy

A common method used for the chemical characterization of materials is X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). This experimental technique is also known as electron
spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA), which is the name given by Kai Seigbahn,
that highlights that the technique can be used for chemical analysis. The core-level shifts
(CLS) can be calculated using DFT. Both experimental and theoretical methods were
used in paper I to characterize the surface structure of Cu(100) during oxidation by CO2
dissociation.

3.2.1

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The idea behind XPS is the photoelectric effect, thus, the surface is irradiated by photons
which emits electrons. In XPS, a sample is exposed to x-rays. This exposure creates
core-electron holes in the sample atoms, which kinetic energy is measured by an analyzer.
The kinetic energy of the ionized photoelectrons is obtained as [82]p.44 ,
Ekin = hν − Eb − ΦA

(3.8)

Here Ekin is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron measured at the analyzer, Eb is
the core-electron binding energy and ΦA is the work function of the analyzer, which
is constant and can be measured by matching the energy scale to the Fermi edge of a
reference sample. The intensity of the XPS spectra is directly proportional to the number
of photoelectrons, hence, a quantitative measurement of the atomic species in the sample
can be obtained. A schematic representation of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is shown
in Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2: XPS schematics. Adapted from Ref.[82]p.44

Of special interest is the effect of chemical shifts, thus, how the core-electron binding
energy depends on the chemical environment. The chemical shift can in a simple picture
be explained by the electrostatic potential experienced on an atom because of the chemical
bonding changing charge localization [82]p.48 .
XPS measurements are generally conducted at ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions, so
that the atmosphere around the XPS analyzer does not block the emitted photoelectrons
by inelastic scattering. This condition can, however, be circumvented by the use of
an ambient pressure cell (usually in the order of ∼ 1 mbar), that allows for in-situ
operando analysis of catalytic reactions, as it is done in paper I and paper II. XPS

peaks can, regardless of the vacuum conditions, be hard to assign to a specific species
on the system. Hence, the experimental characterization can be complemented with
theoretical/computational tools, such as CLS calculations.

3.2.2

Core-level shifts

Core-level shift calculations with DFT are known to be in fair agreement with XPS
measurements for simple metal systems [83–85]. The nature of the chemical shift can be
treated under two different approximations [86]. One being the initial state approximation,
where the screening of the core-hole by the valence electrons is neglected. The other one
being the final state approximation that does account for the screening of the core-hole
[86]. This approximation is also known as the complete screening picture. The final
state approximation relies on three assumptions [87]. i) The core-hole recombination
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is slower than the photoelectron emission process. ii) The valence electrons are in the
ground state upon core ionization and iii) Structural relaxation is neglected upon ground
state relaxation of the valence electrons. Experimentally, the binding energy measured is
affected by the core-hole screening. Hence, shifts should be treated with some screening.
In the initial state approximation, the CLS can be calculated by use of the Kohn-Sham
eigenvalues as [84],
ref
ECLS = [C − f ] − [ref
C − f ]

(3.9)

Where C and f are the KS eigenvalue of the core-state of interest and the Fermi energy
[84]. Similarly, ref
and ref
are the KS eigenvalue of the core-state of interest and the
C
f
Fermi energy of a reference system. The first square bracket in Equation (3.9), is the
core-electron binding energy in the initial state approximation [84]. In the complete
screening picture, the CLS can be calculated according to,

  ∗

0
ECLS = E ∗ − E 0 − Eref
− Eref

(3.10)

Where E∗ and E∗ref are the ground state energy of the core-ionized system of interest
and reference system, respectively. E0 and E0ref , are the ground state energy of the
unperturbed system and reference system, respectively.
There are different approaches on how to calculate the energies of the ionized systems.
Specifically, in all-electron calculations, like we do with PAW potentials, one can remove
the core-state from the PAW potential, hence generating a PAW potential with a core-hole.
This approach leads to a charged system which can be corrected by either adding one
electron to the valence or by filling the simulation cell with evenly an distributed jellium.
CLS on oxides and semiconductors must be corrected with a jellium, as adding electrons
to the valence will introduce non-physical states in the conduction band [87]. Another
approach to calculate the energies of the ionized systems it to substitute the atom to be
ionized with the neighboring species in the periodic table. This approach is known as the
Z+1 approach. In this thesis, we use the PAW potential approach with an electron hole
in the O 1s shell [38]. In paper I, the CLS are calculated in reference to an oxygen atom
in the backside of the Cu(100) slab. This means equation 3.10 is reduced to,


∗
ECLS = E ∗ − Eref
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(3.11)

3.3
3.3.1

Analysis of electronic structure
Bader charge analysis

A way to study changes on the surface caused by adsorption of molecular species, like H2
and H2 O, is with an analysis of charge transfer. This method can elucidate electronic
changes at the surface, like charge localization and change in oxidation state on surface
atoms or adsorbate characterization. Bader charge analysis is one way to analyze the
charge distribution in the system. In this method, the electronic density of a system can
be divided into single localized maxima [88]. These maxima are separated from each
other by the, so-called, zero-flux surfaces, creating volumes in space where the charge is
concentrated. The zero-flux surface is described as a 2-D surface on which the charge
density is a minimum normal to the surface i.e,
∇ρ (r) · n (r) = 0

(3.12)

Here n (r) is a unitary normal vector to the surface [89]. This surface defines volumes
where the charge localizes. This way of partitioning electronic charge can be exploited to
study charge localization and transfer on extended systems. This was done by Henkelman
and co-workers [88], who developed a grid-based algorithm for the decomposition of charge
following Baders approach. In this algorithm, a path of steepest ascent is followed along
the charge density gradient between neighboring points in the grid. By following this
approach, the maxima of charge density is found, and the path followed is used to define
the Bader volume upon which integration is to be made to determine the total charge
in the volume [88, 90, 91]. A schematic representation of charge distribution using the
Bader-methods is shown in Figure 3.3.
In this thesis we used the Bader charge analysis in paper I and III to analyze the charge
distribution upon surface oxidation and hydroxylation, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Bader charge distribution on an atomic system. Atoms are shown
in pink and electron density as faded blue. Adapted from Henkelman’s group
web-page.

3.3.2

Density of States

Another important electronic structure analysis technique is the Density of States (DOS)
analysis. The DOS refers to the number of occupied states per unit of energy (E). DOS
analysis facilitates electronic structure understanding, as it shows how the electronic
structure is distributed. This makes it possible to observe possible changes in the valence
and/or conduction band in the case of an oxide, or the widening (or contraction) of the
d-band, in the case of metals. The expression for the DOS is given, as [75]p.96 ,
ρ (E) =

XZ
dk
1 X
δ (i,k − E) =
δ (i,k − E)
N
Ω
BZ
ΩBZ
i

(3.13)

i,k

Where, N is the total number of k-points and i,k refer the energy of the KS-eigenstates
φi . Further information on the origin of the contributions to the DOS can be determined.
This can be done by accounting for the contributions from the orbitals (projected DOS) of
any species on the system. The orbital contributions (PDOS) are calculated by projecting
the momentum states onto a basis set, this is written as [92]p.61 ,
P DOS = ρ (ψl,m , E) =

X
i

| hψl,m |φi i |2 δ (E − Ei )

(3.14)

Where ψl,m is the orbital projection in terms of the quantum numbers for angular momenta
(l,m). It should be noted that, in practice, we replace the delta function with a Gaussian
function. In this thesis, we have made use of DOS and PDOS analysis in paper III to
explore the change in electronic structure upon surface hydroxylation.
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Chapter 4
CO2 activation on copper and indium
oxide
In this chapter we present our results for CO2 activation as this is the first step in
methanol synthesis on copper and indium oxides surfaces. Putative reaction mechanisms
are presented and the drawbacks and open questions are discussed.

4.1

CO2 activation and reduction to CH3 OH

Synthesis of methanol is industrially done on a Cu/ZnO/Al2 O3 catalyst. The overall
reaction is,
CO2 + 3H2 ←→ CH3 OH + H2 O

(4.1)

The enthalpy change for the forward reaction is ∆H = -57.86 kJ/mol (-0.60 eV) [93]. The
reaction is performed at high pressures (1-10 MPa) due, in part, to the inertness of CO2 i .
In the literature, copper-based surfaces have been used to elucidate the detailed reaction
mechanism. Grabow and Mavrikakis explored the possibility of methanol synthesis on
Cu(111) from both CO and CO2 with a combined DFT and mean-field microkinetic
modelling (MKM) approach [93]. They found that the CO route proceeds through formyl
(HCO), formaldehyde (H2 CO), methoxy (H3 CO) and finally to methanol (H3 COH).
Methanol synthesis from CO2 was in Ref. [93] studied via the Reverse Water-Gas shift
(RWGS) reaction. In RWGS, CO2 reacts with H to carboxyl (COOH) and to CO + H2 O,
which then merges with the CO route described. The RWGS mechanism is illustrated in
Figure 4.1, in the right lower cycle. Additionally, Grabow and Mavrikakis proposed two
other reaction mechanisms for CO2 hydrogenation. Both mechanisms begin with CO2
hydrogenation to formate (HCOO), as can be seen in the left cycle in Figure 4.1. The
mechanisms split from the formate (HCOO) into two paths. I) One leads to a formic
i The

dissociative sticking coefficient of CO2 on Cu(100) is on the order of 10−12 [94].
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acid intermediate (HCOOH) and then to hydroxymethoxy (H2 COOH). This is followed
by splitting of the OH group to make formaldehyde (H2 CO), which hydrogenates to a
methoxy (H3 COH) and finally to methanol (H3 COH). II) The second mechanism, proceeds
from the formation of formate and leads to the formation of dioxymethylene (H2 CO2 ),
which hydrogenates to hydroxymethoxy (H2 COOH) and then follows the same route as
the first mechanism. It was found that the formic acid route (HCOOH) was preferred as
compared to the dioxymethylene one (H2 CO2 ) [93]. It was furthermore suggested, from
their MKM, that at typical industrial conditions, the CO2 routes are the main routes (66%)
for CO2 hydrogenation to methanol [93]. Reichenbach et al. investigated, with a global
optimization of the catalyst structure and DFT calculations for the reaction pathway, the
hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol on a inverse catalyst ZnO/Cu(111) [31]. The purpose
of this study was to elucidate the nature of the active site for CO2 reduction. It was
suggested that the reaction occurs at the Cu/ZnO interface and that it proceeds from CO2
to a formate (HCOO) intermediate, hence avoiding the CO intermediate. The formic acid
(HCOOH) and dioxymethylene (H2 CO2 ) routes were compared and a slight preference
for the dioxymethylene (H2 CO2 ) route [31]. They suggest that the formation of formate
(HCOO) is critical for a selective hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol. This is supported
by carbon labeling measurements, which suggest that the reaction happens mostly via
CO2 on the copper catalyst [95]. Despite the considerable work, there is no consensus on
the dominant reaction mechanism for methanol synthesis over the Cu-catalyst [30–34], or
the nature of the site [96, 97].
A drawback with the copper-based catalyst is that it deactivates rapidly due to sintering
[23, 24] and that CO2 adsorption is hindered by surface oxidation [34, 37, 38]. Understanding the process of adsorption and dissociation of CO2 could provide information on
the requirements for CO2 activation. Moreover, understanding the oxidation process and
how this affects the adsorption of CO2 on the surface on is a necessary step to understand
the reasons behind oxygen induced copper deactivation. In this thesis we focus on the
early-stage oxidation of Cu(100), to understand the hindering of CO2 adsorption upon
oxidation of the surface. Moreover, a reaction mechanism for CO2 dissociative adsorption,
responsible for the oxidation of Cu(100) is proposed.
In recent years, In2 O3 has attracted considerable attention in connection to CH3 OH synthesis from CO2 , thanks to measurements showing high activity, selectivity and durability
[39–42, 98]. When supported on ZrO2 , this oxide has been reported to exhibit a 100%
selectivity with less than 10% loss in activity over a 1000 hours of reaction under typical
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of proposed reaction mechanism for CO2
reduction to CH3 OH.

methanol-synthesis conditions (573 K, 5 MPa, 4:1 ratio H2 /CO2 )[39]. The high selectivity
in the temperature range (473-573 K) has been shown experimentally to be linked to a
suppression of the RWGS reaction [40]. Moreover, ZrO2 has been suggested to hinder
indium oxide over-reduction [39]. In a recent theoretical work [43], a reaction mechanism
that quenches oxygen vacancies has been proposed for the reduction of CO2 to CH3 OH on
In2 O3 (110) [43]. This mechanism is based on hydrogen induced oxygen vacancies. This
is followed by a quenching of the vacancy with CO2 . From here, CO2 follows a HCOO
to an HCOOH route. At this stage, unlike on copper surfaces, the loss of the OH-group
takes place, and an HCOOsurf intermediate is formed. The mechanism follows from this
step to H2 CO, a methoxy and finally to H3 COH [43]. However, this mechanism appears
to be in conflict with the experimental evidence of the suppression of the RWGS, as CO2
is known to be unable to quench vacancies [40].
This conflicting result suggests that the reaction at the oxide surface does not follow the
suggested path [43, 44]. Moreover, surface hydroxylation effects are neglected on Ref. [43,
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44], regardless of the experimental evidence of a high degree of surface hydroxylation[98].
Hence, exploring the thermodynamically preferred surface hydroxylation and the actual
role of vacancies in the reaction mechanism is required to understand why In2 O3 is an effective catalyst for CO2 hydrogenation to methanol. Both aspects are addressed in this thesis.
A possible reaction mechanism, that does not require oxygen vacancies and that follows
all the relevant intermediates suggested in Ref.[43] is presented in Figure 4.1 in purple
lines in the right top cycle. Here, CO2 hydrogenation proceeds through the formation of
formate (HCOO), to formic acid (HCOOH) after which the OH group is lost to make
formyl (HCO), from this species formate is formed using a surface oxygen HCOOsurf .
The species is then hydrogenated to formaldehyde (H2 CO), methoxy (H3 CO) and finally
to methanol (H3 COH).

4.2

Activation of CO2 on copper

In paper I and II, we investigated the dissociative adsorption of CO2 on Cu(100) and
the oxidation of the surface as a result of this process. The oxidation of Cu(100) is
known to cause a surface reconstruction once a 0.5 monolayer (ML) has been reached
[34, 99–105]. Moreover, the oxidation of the surface is known to hinder the adsorption of
CO2 [34]. Our work was performed in a collaboration between experiment and theory.
Experimentally, AP-XPS measurements were performed. Whereas on the theory side, ab
initio thermodynamic calculations were performed to provide surface stabilities and corelevel shifts (CLS) were calculated to obtain spectroscopic signatures. The experimental
continuous tracking of the change of the O 1s core-electron binding energy as a function of
exposure together with the calculations allow for a deeper understanding on the nature of
the dissociation process as well as an understanding on the early-stage oxidation of Cu(100).
The surface science approach to understand the activation and reaction of CO2 to methanol
has been applied since the 90’s [106, 107]. In more recent years, it was shown experimentally
that the most exposed facets for methanol synthesis on a copper nanoparticle supported
on ZnO are the (111) and (100) facets [108]. Cu(111) is the most stable surface with
a surface energy of γ(111) = 1.29 J/m2 . However, CO2 does not adsorb on this surface.
Cu(100), has a surface energy to be γ(100) = 1.43 J/m2 and is able to adsorb CO2 . Hence,
we decided to study this surface structure to attain understanding of basic principles for
CO2 dissociative adsorption and surface oxidation.
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4.2.1

Initial oxidation of Cu(100) by CO2 dissociation

In paper I, we studied the early-stage oxidation of Cu(100). Experimentally, this was
done by exposing the Cu(100) to CO2 at a pressure of 0.4 mbar at a temperature of
373.15 K and tracking, by AP-XPS, the O 1s binding energy during exposure. A gradual
shift of the binding energy was found with increasing oxygen coverage. A peak at 529.5
eV assigned to atomic oxygen at the surface, was found to shift to a higher energy (530
eV) at high oxygen coverage. This result is in agreement with previous experimental
reports [34, 109]. Computationally we found that oxidation of Cu(100) occurs via the
initial formation of an ordered p(2×2) overlayer at 0.25 ML followed by the reconstructed
√
√
(2 2 × 2)R45◦ (MR) structure at 0.50 ML. The surface stability analysis, along with
the surface structures explored, are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Surface stability of Cu(100) as a function of oxygen chemical potential
(µO ) at a temperature of 373 K.

Core level shifts for O 1s are calculated within the complete screening approximation for
the different surface structures. Our results are compared to the experimental AP-XPS
data. We find a shift of the O 1s biding energy of 0.7 eV between the p(2×2) and the
MR structure. This result is in reasonable agreement to the experimental measure to
higher binding energy of 0.5 eV between the low and high oxygen covered structures. This
suggests that the energy peak at 529.5 eV and 530 eV, can be assigned to the p(2×2)
and MR structures, respectively. The calculated CLS, with respect to a 0.125 ML oxygen
structure, along with the experimental AP-XPS spectra are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Core-level shift of the O 1s for the studied surface structures. The
left panel shows the CLS√calculated
with respect to their corresponding reference
√
system, 0.125ML in a (2 2 × 2 2)R45◦ unit cell. The reference system for c(4×6)
is the corresponding c(4×6) at 0.04 ML. Right: AP-XPS spectra of O 1s binding
energy as a function of exposure to CO2

We found the CLS to correlate to the charge of the copper atoms bound to the surface
oxygen. We rationalized this as a direct electrostatic interaction between the reduced
copper and the core electrons in oxygen. As copper changes oxidation state, the O 1s
state is stabilized thanks to the electrostatic interaction. This can be understood as an
initial state effect. Writing the core-electron binding energy shift of state i, relative to the
binding energy of a reference system, as [110],
∆Ei = kqi +

X qj
Rij

(4.2)

j6=i

Where, k is the Coulomb repulsion integral between core and valence electrons, qi is the
charge on atom i and Rij is the interatomic distance between the i and j nuclei. It becomes
clear that the positive charge on the O-bound copper atoms affects the core-electron
biding energy of the O 1s state.

4.2.2

Dissociative adsorption of CO2 on Cu(100)

In paper II, we studied the dissociative adsorption mechanism of CO2 on Cu(100). We
found that the dissociation of CO2 on Cu(100) takes place predominantly at single atomic
steps. The experimental findings can be compactly presented as an oxygen uptake curve,
where the low (529.5 eV) and high binding (530 eV) energy peaks associated to the p(2×2)
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and MR structures are tracked as a function of exposure to CO2 , See Figure 4.4. An
important aspect is the linearity of the uptake curve in the region between 0.25 and 0.45
ML, which suggest that the active site number remains unaltered. After 0.45 ML, an
exponential decay sets in, indicating that the active sites are being consumed.

Figure 4.4: O 1s binding energy evolution of adsorbed oxygen as a function of
exposure to CO2 .

To study the dissociative adsorption of CO2 we propose a simple reaction mechanism
where CO2 oxidizes the surface and CO desorbs. This mechanism is composed of two
intermediates, CO∗2 (bound) and CO∗ +O∗ (bound). CO2 adsorption (TS1 ) and CO2
dissociation (TS2 ) are activated. On the pristine Cu(100) surface, these barriers are
0.55 and 0.83 eV, respectively. The calculated energy landscape for this process on the
pristine Cu(100) is shown in Figure 4.5. CO2 adsorbs on the metal surface in a COδ−
2
configuration over a hollow site. We find that the adsorption of CO2 on an O-covered
surface is strongly dependent on the relative position of the adsorbed oxygen with respect
to the adsorption site. However, if CO2 adsorption is possible, the destabilizing effect
on the adsorbates and subsequent energy barriers is small (∼ 0.1 eV). This explains the
change in slope in Figure 4.4 at 0.25 ML. The linearity of the oxygen uptake curve is
explained by a conservation of the active sites during the reaction up to a coverage of 0.45
ML. We speculated that the active sites could be monoatomic steps. The possible effect
of steps was evaluated by considering a stepped Cu(611). This surface can be described
as two asymmetrically sized (100) terraces joint together by a (111) step. The linear slope
in Figure 4.4 is explained by the dissociation taking place on an step site and subsequent
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oxygen diffusion to the terrace. The barrier for dissociation (TS2 ) is significantly lower on
the step than on the open surface (TS2 = 0.57 eV), while the first barrier is only slightly
higher (TS1 = 0.60 eV). Additionally, oxygen diffusion to the terrace explains why the
number of active sites remains unchanged. The potential energy diagram comparing
Cu(100) and Cu(611) can be seen in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: CO2 dissociation mechanism on Cu(100) and Cu(611). Left: Potential
energy diagram. Right: Surface structures of intermediate states (Top Cu(611)
and bottom Cu(100)).

The work suggest a path for oxidation of Cu(100) where CO2 adsorbs dissociatively predominantly at the step site. Oxygen diffusion to the (100) terrace leads to the formation
of an ordered p(2×2) overlayer at 0.25 ML, associated to an O1s binding energy of 529.5
eV. The continuous dissociation of CO2 eventually makes the surface to reconstruct into
√
√
the (2 2 × 2)R45◦ (MR) structure at 0.50 ML, which is observed in the spectroscopic
signature of the O 1s state by shifting to a higher biding energy of 530 eV. Given the

closed-shell nature of CO2 , van der Waals effects are expected to stabilize its interaction
with the metallic Cu(100). The effect of van der Waals interactions was evaluated with
the use of the Chalmers-Rutgers vdW-DF-cx functional [66]. We find that van der Waals
interactions stabilizes the adsorption of CO2 on the surface, however, it also stabilizes all
other steps in the reaction mechanism to a similar degree. Thus, the net effect on the
calculated barriers for adsorption and dissociation is small.
A mean-field microkinetic model was developed to test the validity of the reaction mechanism and energy landscape obtained for CO2 dissociative adsorption. The dissociative
adsorption is modeled as a set of two elementary reactions were the surface is ultimately
oxidized by CO2 ,
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CO2 (g)+∗ ←→ CO2∗

(4.3)

CO2∗ → O∗ + CO(g)

(4.4)

The neglecting of CO re-adsorption is motivated by the experimental continuous pumping,
and we assume that CO leaves the surface once formed. The experimental values for CO2
pressure (PCO2 = 3x104 Pa) and temperature (T = 375 K) were utilized. A re-scaling
of the maximum oxygen coverage is considered to account for saturation previous to
surface reconstruction, at an oxygen coverage of 0.5 monolayer. The activation energies
calculated were utilized to determine the rate coefficients. The time evolution of the
oxygen coverages over Cu(100) and Cu(611) are shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Oxygen coverage as a function of time from CO2 dissociative-adsorption
mean-field microkinetic model on Cu(100) and Cu(611). Dashed and solid lines
show results for Cu(100) and Cu(611), respectively.

From the experimental observations we know that oxidation of the surface occurs in a
matter of hours. Using the DFT values, Cu(611) saturates at a coverage of 0.5 ML at
approximately ∼ 250 hours. This means our results are 2 orders of magnitude off with

respect to experimental observations. This discrepancy between theory and experiment
translates to an overestimation of the dissociative barrier of roughly 0.2 eV on Cu(611)
with respect to experiment. Reducing the dissociation barrier on Cu(100) by 0.2 eV in
our MKM still takes over 1600 hours to reach 0.5 ML. Hence, it is clear that oxidation of
the surface is strongly determined by the dissociation at steps.
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4.3

Activation of CO2 on indium oxide

In2 O3 supported on ZrO2 has been reported to be highly active for the reduction of CO2
to H3 COH in Ref. [39]. The catalyst was characterized by XRD and found to expose
In2 O3 (222) facets after reaction. In2 O3 exists in three polymorphs, two bixbyite (with
space groups 199 and 206) and a corundum (space group 167). We optimized the three
bulk structures and simulated the corresponding XRD patter for comparison with the
experimental data. We found that the bixbyite structure with space group 206 is the one
reported in Ref. [39].
The stable In2 O3 surface is In2 O3 (111), with a surface energy of γ(111) = 0.78 J/m2 .
However, we found this surface to be chemically inert for CO2 adsorption. The less stable
In2 O3 (110), with a surface energy of γ(110) = 1.05 J/m2 , is, however, active for CO2
adsorption. Moreover, In2 O3 (110) has been reported in the literature as a model system
for CO2 reduction to H3 COH [43, 44]. Hence, we decided to follow the literature and
consider In2 O3 (110) as a model system to attain a basic mechanistic understanding for
CO2 activation on In2 O3 .

4.3.1

Determination of In2 O3 (110) active phase

In paper III, we investigated the effect of surface hydroxylation of In2 O3 by H2 and
H2 O dissociation. By making use of ab initio thermodynamics we can elucidate the
stable surface structure at typical methanol synthesis conditions (573 K, 5 MPa, 4:1 ratio
H2 /CO2 and 1 MP). We find that, in both cases, the surface will heavily hydroxylate.
These results are in accordance to experimental evidence of surface hydroxylation upon
hydrogen exposure at (473 to 573 K)[98]. Our results are shown in Figure 4.7. Here,
we defined a full coverage of the surface (100%) when there is as much hydrogen on the
surface as are oxygen sites. Hydroxylation with H2 was studied at five hydrogen coverages
(16, 50, 66, 83 and 100%). For the thermodynamic stability analysis, we limited our
search to homolytically dissociated H2 . Similarly, hydroxylation with H2 O was studied
at six hydrogen coverages (16, 33, 50, 66, 83 and 100%). In this case, we considered H
adsorption on an oxygen site and OH-group adsorption on an In-site. Both methods
of hydroxylation lead to an 83 % hydrogen coverage on the surface. The stable surface
structure under both hydroxylation conditions can be seen in Figure 4.8.
The effect of hydroxylation is different for H2 and H2 O. A Bader charge analysis of
the surface upon hydroxylation with H2 reveal that the undercoordinated In-site at the
surface change oxidation state, from In3+ to In2+ . However, the same kind of analysis
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Figure 4.7: Surface stability of In2 O3 (110) as a function of hydrogen (left) and
water (right) chemical potential (µH2 , µH2 O ) or pressure at a temperature of
573 K. The results are given with respect to the pristine surface at zero energy.
Experimental conditions, 1-5 MPa (10-50 bar), are indicated by a purple fringe.

upon hydroxylation with H2 O shows little change on the oxidation state of the In-sites,
with the charge being localized on the OH groups. Additionally, surface relaxation upon
hydroxylation is much less severe with H2 O than with H2 , which is related to the In-sites
retaining their In3+ ionic site in the case of H2 O adsorption. We find also that the creation
of oxygen vacancies is thermodynamically driven for a limited number of oxygen-sites
only at high hydrogen coverage. At low coverage, homolytically dissociative adsorption of
H2 is the preferred case, for all oxygen-sites.

Figure 4.8: Thermodynamically stable surface structures upon hydroxilation by
dissociated H2 (left) and H2 O (right), at methanol synthesis conditions (537 K,
1-5 MPa).
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Our results shows significant change in electronic structure upon homolytic hydroxylation
with H2 . This is corroborated with a density of state analysis, where the total DOS
and projected DOS (PDOS) are analyzed for the pristine and hydroxylated surface. A
significant widening of the valence band, due to the O 2s/O 2p and H 1s interaction
(overlap), at the bottom of the valence band and above the Fermi energy, is observed
upon hydroxylation (See Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Density of States analysis on pristine (Left) and fully hydroxylated
(right) In2 O3 (110).

Our results suggest that, at methanol-synthesis conditions, In2 O3 (110) will probably have
some vacancies and will be heavily hydroxylated. Moreover, we find that theoretical
description of the reduction of CO2 on In2 O2 (110) should take into account hydroxylation
of the surface. Given the redox capacity of the undercoordinated indium sites on the
surface, a description without sufficient hydroxylation is likely to alter the chemical
properties of the surface.

4.3.2

Adsorption of CO2 on In2 O3 (110)

In paper III, we also investigated the activation and adsorption of CO2 on pristine and
H/covered, defective and defect-free In2 O3 (110). This was done in order to determine the
role of oxygen vacancies on the mechanism for methanol synthesis. We found that adsorption in oxygen vacancies is thermodynamically unfavorable, regardless of the hydrogen
coverage at the surface. This result is in agreement with the observed suppression of the
RWGS reported by Bielz et al.[40]. However, adsorption of CO2 in a COδ−
2 configuration
is energetically feasible, regardless of the hydrogen coverage on the surface. On the purely
pristine surface, CO2 appears to adsorb preferably on a carbonate-like configuration,
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suggesting that this species might be found on In2 O3 with low H-coverage.
We calculated the activation barrier for CO2 adsorption on the stable hydroxylated
In2 O3 (110), at methanol synthesis conditions, in three situations. I) CO2 adsorption
in a vacancy. II) CO2 adsorption near a vacancy and III) CO2 adsorption on a fully
hydroxylated surface without vacancies. We find the activation energies to be, 1.67, 0.82
and 0.48 eV, respectively. Moreover, the backwards barriers for the three cases are found
to be, 0.61, 0.02 and 0.37 eV. The results suggest that the CO2 adsorption is more likely to
occur in a fully hydroxylated surface, without vacancies. Thus, a reaction mechanism that
requires quenching of oxygen vacancies by CO2 adsorption, is unlikely to be responsible
for the reduction of carbon dioxide to methanol on In2 O3 . Instead, adsorption in a CO−
2
configuration, facilitated by the reduced indium sites, is energetically preferred. The full
reaction pathway and the configurations described are shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Gibbs free energy diagram of reaction mechanisms for CO2 adsorption on In2 O3 (110) at experimentally relevant reaction conditions (573 K, 5MPa
(H2 /CO2 = 4:1).

Our results suggest that oxygen vacancies, although present at reaction conditions, do not
play a significant role on the adsorption of CO2 . Instead we suggest that it is the redox
capacity of the indium sites that is likely to facilitate the adsorption of CO2 on this oxide.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
This thesis has been aimed to rationalize the activation and adsorption of CO2 on copper
and indium oxide surfaces, under thermodynamically relevant conditions for methanol synthesis. The understanding of this reaction step, and of the active phase of the catalyst, are
particularly important for the rational design of catalysts for reduction of CO2 to methanol.
The oxidation process of Cu(100) and the dissociative-adsorption mechanism of CO2
were studied in a coupled theory/experiment approach. This was done by making use of
DFT calculations, coupled with ab initio thermodynamics, and core-level spectroscopy
(AP-XPS). Some general understanding is drawn from our investigation. We found that
copper oxidizes from a pristine surface, to a p(2×2) overlayer at 0.25 ML followed by the
√
√
reconstructed (2 2 × 2)R45◦ (MR) structure at 0.50 ML. Moreover, the dissociative

adsorption of CO2 on Cu(100) occurs most predominantly at the step of the surface,
and oxygen diffusion and recombination with CO on the step keeps the site free for the
reaction to continue.
Additionally, we studied the effect of surface hydroxylation, with H2 and H2 O, on
In2 O3 (110) and the role of oxygen vacancies for CO2 adsorption. This was done exclusively with the use of DFT calculations. We conclude that at methanol synthesis
conditions, the surface will heavily hydroxylate, both with H2 and H2 O. However, the
chemical nature of the surface is strongly dependent on the molecules that adsorb.
Hydroxylation with H2 leads to a change in oxidation state of undercoordinated indium
sites, from In3+ to In2+ , which is not observed with H2 O. Furthermore, our results
indicate that oxygen vacancies are thermodynamically relevant only at high hydrogen
coverage. Nevertheless, oxygen vacancies do not facilitate the adsorption of CO2 . Instead,
we suggest that the redox capacity of the undercoordinated In-sites is responsible for
the adsorption of CO2 . Our results are in qualitative agreement with the experimental
observation of heavy hydroxylation and the suppression of the reverse water gas shift on
indium oxide.
By making use of coupled DFT calculations with ab initio thermodynamics and ambient
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pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) we have tried to bridge the so-called
pressure gap. Despite of this, our results suffer, to some extent, still from the materials and
pressure gaps, given that we work with model systems that are far from the real catalysts
at reaction conditions. Additionally, we have chosen to make our DFT calculations with
GGA functionals. This is know to be reasonable for metallic systems, but it is a crude
approximation for oxides. A comparison should be done with approximations that are
known to better describe oxides, such as DFT+U approach or hybrid functionals.
Regardless of the shortcomings of the model systems and methods we use, systematic work
on simplified models must be done to gain general understanding of catalytic reactions,
like critical elementary steps and active sites. Once this knowledge is obtained, we can
increase the complexity of the considered systems.
The ultimate goal of this project is to understand the electronic structure basis for the
high activity and selectivity of In2 O3 /ZrO2 for CO2 hydrogenation to CH3 OH. Hence,
several open questions remain to be answered. The work to be done relates to the proposal
of a putative reaction mechanism on In2 O3 (110). Moreover, the effect of ZrO2 is to be
investigated as well. Here, it could be useful to study the kinetics of the mechanisms at
the surface, as this could validate the probability of a putative reaction mechanism for
the hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol. In addition, it could be interesting to study the
diffusion and stability of oxygen below the surface on the copper systems, as the existence
of such species has been proposed recently as necessary for the chemical adsorption of
CO2 on O or OH covered copper surfaces.
Finally, it must be noted that the present work highlights the significance of theoretical
and computational studies on model systems. Such studies allow the unravelling of
underlying mechanisms of chemical reactions, such as CO2 hydrogenation to methanol, in
the hope of aiding in the rational design of more efficient and affordable catalysts.
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